Robotic zero ischemia partial nephrectomy: step by step surgical technique with tips and tricks
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Abstract: Currently, most renal cell carcinoma cases are detected incidentally as small renal masses during radiologic imaging, such as abdominal ultrasound or computed tomography, and partial nephrectomy is being increasingly performed for these lesions. There has been a worldwide increase in minimally invasive surgical approaches, and robotic partial nephrectomy (RPN) in particular has the advantages of more rapid tissue dissection, reconstruction, intracorporeal suturing, three-dimensional optical magnification, dexterity in motion, and ability to perform tremor-free and delicate movements with three independent robotic arms. Renal hilar clamping during RPN decreases bleeding, but warm ischemia might negatively impact renal function. However, with sufficient surgical experience in robotic kidney surgery, zero ischemic or off-clamp RPN might be a safe and feasible minimally invasive surgical approach that has the advantage of avoiding complete renal ischemia, thus avoiding a decrease in renal function particularly in small, less complex, peripherally located, exophytic renal masses less than 3 cm in size. Currently available absorbable barbed sutures could further facilitate performing internal and external renorraphy, as could fibrin and tissue sealants that may also be used for hemostasis. This approach might be particularly important in patients with underlying kidney disease.
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Introduction
Currently, most cases of renal cell carcinoma are detected incidentally as nonmetastatic small renal masses, and nephron-sparing surgery is regarded as the surgical treatment.1 Minimally invasive surgical approaches, including laparoscopic and in particular robot-assisted partial nephrectomy (RPN), rather than open surgery are increasingly being performed for small renal masses.2

Temporary renal artery clamping or renal artery and renal vein clamping is done before starting excision of the renal lesion in order to decrease bleeding and to provide a bloodless and clear image for tissue dissection during RPN.3 However, hilar clamping cuts off the blood supply to the entire kidney, which may result in decreased renal function, which is a particular problem in patients with underlying chronic kidney disease.3

The number of papers on the topic of zero ischemia RPN is increasing in the literature. Herein, we describe our technique for zero ischemia RPN in the management of small renal masses, and present a series of surgical robotic images of procedures performed by the authors.
Patient selection
In line with our current practice, patients with small renal masses are considered for zero ischemia RPN. If an accessory lower pole artery is present and the tumor is located peripherally as an exophytic mass lesion <3 cm in size, we selectively occlude the lower pole artery by applying a laparoscopic bulldog clamp. Then, in the presence of an accessory artery selectively supplying the renal mass, we apply a polymer ligation clip (Weck® Hem-o-lok®; Teleflex Medical, Research Triangle Park, NC, USA) to block the blood supply to the mass and perform zero ischemia RPN. In patients with a solitary kidney and in those with the tumor characteristics described above, zero ischemia RPN could be performed that might have a positive impact on residual postoperative kidney function. Another important tool that might be required during this type of surgery is intraoperative endoscopic ultrasound, which might be helpful for showing the depth of the tumor before starting excision. We currently do not attempt to perform zero ischemia RPN for larger-sized tumors or if intraoperative endoscopic ultrasound is not available.

Port sites
Following general anesthesia, the patient is positioned in the 60° lateral decubitus position. An open trocar insertion technique is used. The location of the ports is similar to that used in the robotic pyeloplasty procedure reported by us elsewhere (Figure 1). A 12 mm-sized port for a three-dimensional lens is introduced into the abdomen and located lateral to the rectus abdominis muscle above the umbilicus. Intra-abdominal pressure of 15 mmHg CO₂ is then applied and a 0° three-dimensional robotic lens is introduced into the abdomen. An 8 mm robotic port is also introduced under direct vision 8 cm away from the camera port and located close to the anterior superior iliac spine. A second 8 mm-sized robotic port is introduced under direct vision and located approximately 8 cm away from the camera port close to the costal arcus on the mid clavicular line. A 12 mm-sized assistant port is inserted into the abdomen and located 4–5 cm lateral to the camera port for the bedside assistant surgeon in order to introduce endoclips, sutures, suction, vascular tape, hemostatic agents, and the endobag. In some cases, we use the fourth robotic arm for further tissue retraction and assistance that might facilitate the procedure. Although using the fourth robotic arm might increase the cost of the surgery, particularly in reconstructive procedures such as RPN, it is still useful to have the fourth arm of the Da Vinci surgical robot available to assist the console surgeon. However, if the port for the fourth arm is not appropriately inserted, the arms may crash outside the abdomen following docking of the surgical robot. To avoid this, we dock the patient cart at an angle of 15°–20° cephalad over the patient’s shoulder to accommodate the natural position of the kidney.

Robotic and endoscopic instruments
Monopolar 8 mm Maryland curved scissors, bipolar 8 mm Maryland forceps, and a robotic needle holder are used. If the fourth arm is used, ProGrasp® (Intuitive Surgical, Sunnyvale, CA, USA) robotic forceps are also used. Endoscopic suction is used for irrigation and removing blood and smoke. Additionally, an endoscopic needle holder is introduced to remove suture materials, along with an endoclips applicator to introduce endoclips into the abdominal cavity.

Surgical technique
An edited video of robotic zero ischemia partial nephrectomy performed by Dr Canda can be watched here (supplementary video). The white line of Toldt is identified, the colon is...
mobilized medially, and the retroperitoneal space is entered (Figure 2). The ureter is identified in the retroperitoneum (Figure 3) and followed up to the renal hilum, where the renal vessels are identified. The renal vein (Figure 4A and B) and renal artery (Figure 5A and B) are dissected and encircled with vascular tapes. Gerota's fascia is opened and the peri-renal fatty tissue is dissected off (Figure 6A) to expose the kidney and the protruding renal mass (Figure 6B). The line of excision for the renal lesion is scored on the renal capsule using monopolar curved scissors and cautery (Figure 7A). A barbed suture for performing renorraphy is introduced into the abdominal cavity and parked appropriately (Figure 7B).

An endoscopic bulldog clamp is prepared for use if needed. Although dissection of the renal hilum, including the renal artery and vein, might not be performed if this is going to increase operative time, it might be difficult for the assistant surgeon to apply a laparoscopic bulldog clamp to the renal artery and vein. If no major bleeding is encountered, excision of the tumor can be completed (Figure 8A–F). The intra-abdominal CO\textsubscript{2} pressure may be increased if bleeding interferes with the excision procedure. Monopolar or bipolar cautery may also be used to control bleeding from the tumor bed. Intra-abdominal pressure might be increased initially when performing zero ischemia RPN if bleeding is greater than expected. Applying manual pressure might further decrease bleeding, and use of the fourth arm might provide additional assistance for the console surgeon in retracting tissues at the time of bleeding. Application of a laparoscopic bulldog clamp to the renal artery and vein would be expected to decrease bleeding, and the console surgeon should always keep in mind the option of converting to open surgery. Therefore, having adequate open surgical experience is essential when performing this type of surgery.

The zero ischemia RPN technique undoubtedly has some pitfalls, including a risk of major bleeding. To address this, we introduce a laparoscopic bulldog clamp into the abdominal cavity and locate it close to the predissected renal artery and vein before starting excision of the tumor. If major bleeding occurs, a bulldog clamp can be easily applied to the renal artery and vein. In this situation, the level of experience of the assistant surgeon is extremely important, so we suggest having available an assistant surgeon who has experience with this type of surgery.

A single absorbable barbed suture is used for internal and external renorraphy (Figure 9A–D). We use an absorbable
polyglyconate barbed suture (3-0 V-Loc 180, 45 cm with a ½ 26 mm tapered needle; Covidien™, Mansfield, MA, USA) and initially perform internal renorraphy (Figure 9A). If the tumor bed is rather small, we proceed to external renorraphy using the same suture following completion of internal renorraphy (Figure 9B). Each barbed suture is kept tight with an absorbable endoclip on the renal capsule (Figure 9C). We prefer to use absorbable polyglactin suture clips (LAPRA-TY®; Ethicon Endo-Surgery Inc., Cincinnati, OH, USA) by using their endoscopic clip applier that anchors and secures each single barbed suture strand on the renal capsule (Figure 9C and D). Thereafter, the excised renal mass is placed into the endobag (Figure 10A). After the vascular tapes are removed from the intra-abdominal cavity (Figure 10B), the perirenal fat over the completed partial nephrectomy site is closed using a 3/0 polyglactin suture with an atraumatic needle (Figure 10C and D). The intra-abdominal pressure is decreased to 5 mmHg and the surgical area is checked for bleeding. Following hemostasis, a drain is inserted into the abdominal cavity close to the surgical field. Abdominal ports are removed under direct vision and the port sites are closed.

Discussion

Although there are presently few publications on zero ischemia RPN in the literature, it is an attractive surgical procedure that enables excision of small selected renal masses with zero ischemia and without impairing overall renal function. Currently, we perform zero ischemia RPN in patients with small, peripherally located, exophytic renal mass lesions <3 cm in size (Figure 6B). When such lesions are located in the lower kidney pole and an accessory lower pole artery is detected during robotic surgery, a laparoscopic bulldog clamp is applied selectively to the accessory artery so that the blood supply to the kidney overall is not impaired. More rarely, in the presence of an accessory artery...
selectively supplying the renal mass, a polymer ligation clip (Weck Hem-o-lok) might be applied to block this artery and thereby decrease the amount of bleeding during excision (Figure 11A–C). In both situations, the blood supply to the kidney overall would not be impaired because only selective clamping or cessation of blood supply to the mass is performed, which is a major advantage.

Temporary renal artery and/or renal vein clamping is performed before starting excision of the renal mass lesion in order to decrease bleeding and to provide a bloodless and

Figure 7 (A) Marking line of excision of the renal mass lesion on the renal capsule with monopolar cautery (arrow). (B) A barbed suture for performing renorraphy is introduced into the abdominal cavity (arrow).

Figure 8 (A) Excision of the mass lesion using Maryland curved scissors and bipolar Maryland forceps (arrow). (B) Excision of the mass lesion using Maryland curved scissors and bipolar Maryland forceps and (arrow). (C) Further excision of the mass lesion using Maryland curved scissors and bipolar Maryland forceps (robotic zero ischemia partial nephrectomy is almost completed) (arrow and arrowhead). (D) Appearance of the tumor bed following excision of the tumor (arrow). Appearance of completed zero ischemia robotic partial nephrectomy and tumor bed.
clear image for tissue dissection during RPN. However, hilar clamping halts the blood supply to the whole kidney, which may lead to a decrease in renal function, maintenance of which is particularly important in patients with underlying chronic kidney disease, and increase the need for dialysis in the future.

The robotic approach has the advantages of enabling more rapid tissue dissection, reconstruction, intracorporeal suturing, and antegrade double-J stenting if required. The Da Vinci-S four-arm surgical robotic system (Intuitive Surgical, Sunnyvale, CA, USA) has the advantages of three-dimensional optical magnification, dexterity in motion, and the ability to perform tremor-free and delicate movements with three independent robotic arms in addition to the camera arm for the console surgeon. Therefore, in our experience, the technologic features of this surgical robotic system enable the operating console surgeon to perform zero ischemia or off-clamp RPN for selected small renal masses rapidly and safely without impairing overall renal function.

Currently, absorbable polyglyconate barbed sutures are being used during RPN and afford the console surgeon the opportunity to undertake continuous internal and external renorraphy (an important component of zero ischemia RPN) in a more rapid and safe way, thereby significantly facilitating the procedure. Hemostatic agents such as fibrin and tissue sealants may also be used for hemostasis during RPN if required.

Kaczmarek et al evaluated the perioperative and functional outcomes of RPN with (n=283) and without (n=49) hilar clamping in a recent, retrospective, multi-institutional study. Patients who underwent off-clamp RPN had a mean tumor size of 2.5±2.1 cm. The off-clamp group had a significantly shorter mean operative time (156 minutes versus 185 minutes, \( P<0.001 \)), greater estimated blood loss (228 mL versus 157 mL, \( P=0.009 \)), and a smaller decrease in...
estimated glomerular filtration rate (eGFR, 2% versus 6%, \( P=0.008 \)). The authors concluded that zero ischemia RPN is a safe and feasible minimally invasive surgical option for appropriately selected patients with small renal masses. Adequate surgical experience reduces the risk of progression to renal insufficiency and enables better preservation of kidney function.\(^3\)

The RENAL nephrometry score is used to categorize tumor complexity as low (4–6) or medium-high (7–12).\(^5\) Zero ischemia or off-clamp RPN is particularly recommended for less complex kidney tumors with low RENAL nephrometry scores.\(^3\) The mean RENAL nephrometry score was 5.3±1.5 in the study reported by Kaczmarek et al.\(^3\) Ng et al described targeted vascular microdissection of renal artery branches in order to perform zero ischemia RPN. Their technique included preoperative computed tomography (CT) reconstruction of renal arterial branch anatomy and anatomic dissection of targeted tumor-specific tertiary or higher-order renal arterial branches. In addition, they suggested neurosurgical aneurysm microsurgical bulldog clamp(s) application for superselective tumor devascularization, and transient controlled reduction of blood pressure if necessary.\(^6\) They suggested that their technique can be successfully applied even in challenging medial and hilar tumors without hilar clamping, thereby avoiding renal ischemia during surgery.\(^6\) In their experience, mean estimated blood loss was 206 mL, the mean hospital stay was 3.9 days, the mean operating time was 4.4 hours, and the mean postoperative transfusion rate was 21%.\(^7\) Ukimura et al developed a three-dimensional reconstruction method using 0.5 mm slice thickness CT scans to identify tumor-specific arterial branches and suggested that this method facilitates zero ischemia RPN without hilar cross clamping.\(^8\)

Rao et al used CT with three-dimensional reconstruction to show renal arterial anatomy and its relationship to the renal mass.\(^9\) They used contrast-enhanced ultrasonography during the procedure, performed zero ischemia RPN with selective clamping, and demonstrated a nonperfused segment of kidney (occlusion angiography). They concluded that
contrast-enhanced ultrasonography could be a useful tool for demonstrating if zero ischemia RPN is feasible by delineating the nonperfused region.⁹

In addition to zero ischemia RPN, George et al recently evaluated the perioperative outcomes of off-clamp versus complete hilar control laparoscopic partial nephrectomy cases in a series of 289 laparoscopic partial nephrectomies. Overall, 150 were performed off-clamp and rest were performed on-clamp. Tumors in the on-clamp group were significantly larger than those in the off-clamp group. Univariate analysis showed that eGFR was better preserved in the off-clamp group. This difference in eGFR was not significant at 6 months when warm ischemia time was limited to 30 minutes. They concluded that laparoscopic partial nephrectomy without hilar clamping is associated with less renal injury in terms of postoperative GFR.¹⁰

We perform zero ischemia RPN in patients with peripherally located kidney tumors that are less than 3 cm in size. Although we do not use intraoperative laparoscopic ultrasound in our practice, this might show the depth of the tumor, particularly those that are larger and complex, thereby facilitating tumor excision. However, intraoperative ultrasound is not essential for small and peripherally located small renal masses. With developing technology, robotic ultrasound probes are also being used. They allow optimal tumor identification and maximal autonomy with articulation of the robotic instrument.¹¹

Near-infrared fluorescence imaging is another developing technologic tool that is reported to enable real-time intraoperative angiography and demonstrate selective ischemia, which might be useful in RPN.¹² However, it is important to bear in mind that each additional technologic development used might increase the overall cost of the surgical procedure.

The effect of off-clamp partial nephrectomy on residual renal function has not been established as yet in the literature, although there are some data suggesting improved short-term and long-term preservation of renal function on eGFR.¹³ Off-clamp laparoscopic partial nephrectomy for T1b tumors.
has been suggested to be a feasible approach with respect to renal function and does not appear to carry an increased risk of transfusion despite increased blood loss. In their multi-institutional robotic series, Kaczmarek et al suggested that off-clamp RPN in the hands of high-volume surgeons preserves renal function, and detected a significantly smaller decrease in renal function using off-clamp RPN compared with RPN with hilar clamping. Likewise, Papalia et al evaluated the technical feasibility, safety, and functional outcomes of zero ischemia laparoscopic partial nephrectomy and RPN with controlled hypotension for renal tumors larger than 4 cm in size. The mean percentage decrease in effective renal plasma flow for the operated kidney was 1.8% in the off-clamp group (n=51) versus 4.1% in the hilar clamping group (n=43).

In conclusion, renal cell carcinomas are currently detected incidentally as small renal masses, and surgical robotic technology has the advantages of enabling more rapid tissue dissection, reconstruction, intracorporeal suturing, three-dimensional optical magnification, dexterity in motion, and ability to perform tremor-free and delicate movements with three independent robotic arms. For less complex, peripherally located, exophytic, and small renal masses <3 cm in size, zero ischemic or off-clamp RPN seems to be a safe and feasible minimally invasive procedure that has the advantage of avoiding complete renal ischemia, which is particularly important in patients with underlying kidney disease.
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